




STATE OF OUR SPORTING NATION

• Federal government funding landscape changing 

• Greater focus on health outcomes

• Highly competitive market, big sport has lion share

• Olympic movement changing and foundation sports must 

keep their relevance 

• Consumer behaviour changing on how people participate 

and consume sport

• Teenage drop off is a challenge across all sports

• Club resources across the landscape are stretched  

I – Our Macro Landscape



STATE OF OUR SPORTING NATION

The allocations, totalling $230 million, were an ‘incredibly significant 

investment’ and underpinned the government’s intention to tie sports 

funding to health outcomes

I – Our Macro Landscape

Minister for Sport, Bridgit McKenzie 
‘Federal budget 2018: pitch for national sports lottery abandoned’ May 10, The Australian, Chip Le Grande 
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• 98k adults participating nationally*

• 12.8k children participating nationally*

• 6m people interested in rowing (indoor and outdoor)**

• 4.4m people specifically interested in indoor rowing***

• Strong brand values and highly engaged niche market

• One of the top sports in private schools

• Foundation Olympic Sport and pedigree of 

success on world stage 

*Australian Sports Commission Ausplay Research Report April 2018

** Australian Sports Commission Rowing Score Card Sept 2017 (Gemba)

*** Nielsen Research Report Australian Indoor Rowing Championships 2018 

ROWING IN AUSTRALIA 
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WHO DO WE ASPIRE TO BE?

Rowing Australia’s Culture Journey 



CULTURE PROJECT 

• Significant change in the sport occurred in 2016

• Survey conducted in April 2017

• Identified key themes

– Lack of trust

– Poor communication and engagement

– Seen as elite only, not connected to grass roots

– Lack of innovation

II - Rowing Australia’s Culture Journey 



CULTURE PROJECT

• Project group of Culture Champions formed 

• Develop road map to address key themes

• A new vision that connects us better with the entire sport

• Values that underpin the vision
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VISION AND VALUES

EXCELLENCE THROUGH ROWING 

II - Rowing Australia’s Culture Journey 

Rowing Australia Vision Teaser Video


WHERE TO FROM HERE?

• April 2019 re-do survey to benchmark improvements

• State visits will occur every year

• Values and behaviours will be embedded internally 

at RA as the starting point 

II - Rowing Australia’s Culture Journey 



HOW DO WE BUILD OUR 

PARTICIPATION?

Growing the base of Rowing in Australia



PARTICIPATION AND DEVELOPMENT

• Less than 3% of  the total Federal Government Grants we receive can be used 

for Participation.

• National Rowing Participation and Development Commission (NRPDC)

• NRPDC has responsibility for:

– Oversight of RA’s key development priorities. 

– Establishment / oversight of representative Committees (Indoor Rowing, Masters, Umpiring, School) 

– Establishment and support to forums that allow the discussion and activation of ideas and initiatives

III – Growing the base of Rowing in Australia



PARTICIPATION AND DEVELOPMENT

NRPDC has chosen four priorities:

1. Develop a culture of collaboration across the sport, by strengthening engagement and 

facilitating innovation

2. Expose more young Australians to the sport of rowing through programs and products that 

focus on delivery in schools and with school aged children and their families

3. Driving participation growth and retention through innovative product development and 

marketing, including Indoor Rowing

4. Working with our Member States to strengthen the capability and capacity of our 

workforce
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INDOOR ROWING

• 4.4m Australians are actively interested in indoor rowing

• Over 90% of indoor rowing machines are purchased for 

non-rowing club environments e.g. gyms

• Presents a significant growth opportunity for our sport 

if we can tap into this market

• Investment into growing Australian Indoor Rowing Challenge 

to cater for this market 
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RIGGERS – SPORTING SCHOOLS PROGRAM

• ASC $29.3 million for schools to deliver programs across 

33 sports 

• Funding extended to Dec 2019

• Riggers program available via Sporting Schools – indoor 

and on water options available to primary and secondary

• Programs focus on fun, fitness and teamwork rather than 

performance
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COACH DEVELOPMENT

• Level 1 Coaching Course Online

to be updated in 2018

• Level 2 Coaching Course Online/Face to Face

in development 

• National Coaching Conference

Melbourne 19-21st October 2018
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UMPIRE DEVELOPMENT 

• All levels of Umpiring syllabuses being reviewed 

and updated

• Level 1 Officiating Course will go online 

III – Growing the base of Rowing in Australia



ARE WE FIT FOR PURPOSE?

Rowing in the digital age 



WHAT IS OUR DIGITAL STRATEGY

Rowing’s Digital Strategy is our vision for rowing to use 

information and communications technologies to improve 

customer experience and the performance of the sport.

IV - Rowing in the digital age



THE BIG PROBLEM

Today’s

Sport 

Users 

Australian 

Rowing

It’s hard for rowers, parents, spectators, club officials and others to interact with rowing in Australia.

“Interacting with sport is like using a Nokia 8210.” 

IV - Rowing in the digital age



25

Shannon is an active 20 year old. Shannon has 

been interested in sports for most of her life, but 

recently discovered rowing through a friend, and 

has taken a liking to the sport.

Shannon needs a way to help her get started with 

rowing. She needs to know where she can row, 

when her training sessions are, what events are 

coming up, and wants to have an up to date view of 

her current stats. 

Meet Shannon – The Club Rower

What the rowing community wants -
The vision for the digital experience of a typical club rower

Connected Rowing Digital Strategy
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…and discovers Pace, by Rowing Australia. 

Intrigued, Shannon clicks through, and is welcomed into the world of rowing.

Shannon searches Google…

Connected Rowing Digital Strategy
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It’s rowing, but it’s so much more.

Pace allows rowers of all levels to keep up to date 

with their latest stats, view detailed information of 

any upcoming training sessions or events, view 

boat information, and even watch events live from 

within the site.

It’s a perfect way for Shannon to get started.

This is Pace

Connected Rowing Digital Strategy
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Pace gives Shannon the option of how to start, with 

indoor rowing or on the water. Shannon’s been in a 

double scull once with her friend so she chooses on 

water.

Pace asks Shannon a few more questions and then 

suggests a number of upcoming learn to row 

classes. Pace automatically determines Shannon’s 

location so the courses are sorted in order of 

proximity. This can be helpful for Shannon who is 

conscious of distances and travel time.

A New Beginning

Connected Rowing Digital Strategy
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After completing the learn to row course, Shannon

searches Pace for a rowing club to join, and is

presented with a list of clubs that offer facilities that

are tailored to her individual requirements. In an

instant, Shannon is able to view the location of the

rowing Club, user based ratings, and the

approximate cost of joining the club.

Finding a Club

Connected Rowing Digital Strategy
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Shannon wastes no time getting set up, and after a 

few months, rowing has become her priority sport. 

Because she is in her second year of university, her 

schedule can get a little hectic.

Pace is able to show Shannon detailed information 

of her upcoming training session, events, and even 

invitations from other rowers. She is also able to 

export these events into her calendar app on her 

phone.

She has her first big Regatta coming up, The 

Sydney International, which her crew has been 

training exceptionally hard for. 

Your Schedule

Connected Rowing Digital Strategy
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On the morning of Shannon’s big regatta, after 

Shannon has flown down to Sydney, her phone 

shows her a push notification “The Sydney 

International Rowing Regatta is today. Your race is 

at 8:00am, do you need directions?” 

Shannon can check the route in her navigation app, 

giving her plenty of time to prepare with her crew.

Information when you need it

Connected Rowing Digital Strategy
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After just competing in her 8th regatta, Shannon is 

feeling great, as it was her crew’s first win!

It was a close race, and Pace lets Shannon view 

the results straight from the app. It tells her the 

crews split times, the overall finishing time, and how 

far behind the other teams were.

Your Results

Connected Rowing Digital Strategy
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Performance is a big thing for Shannon – she likes 

to know how she is progressing, and what areas 

she needs to improve on.

With Pace, she is able to view her performance 

statistics from any rowing session, over the past 

week, month, or year. 

Tapping on any point of the graph brings up detailed 

information for that period, and allows her to track 

her progression in a simple, intuitive manner. 

She can see how she went at Sydney International 

– her best performance yet!

Your Stats

Connected Rowing Digital Strategy
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Shannon also enjoys watching rowing events when 

she is not competing. 

Pace allows her to tune into any event currently 

broadcasting through the app, and allows for real 

time messaging between viewers.

Live Events

Connected Rowing Digital Strategy
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ROWING’S DIGITAL GOAL

Connected Rowing Digital Strategy
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ROWING’S CURRENT DIGITAL ENVIRONMENT

Connected Rowing Digital Strategy
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OUR CURRENT FOCUS

Connected Rowing Digital Strategy
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WHAT’S NEXT?

• Clubs and rowers will keep using the same systems

• Rower, club and customer experience will be standardised

• Phase 1 Timeline: 12 months+

• Phase 2 The ‘front end’ e.g. Pace will deliver a consistent 

customer experience. However focus on Phase 1 

above initially

IV - Rowing in the digital age



EXPANDING PROFILE 

AND REACH

Events and Partnerships



PROFILE AND PARTNERSHIPS

• RA invested in its partnerships area in 2015

• Developed commercial strategy to diversify revenue

• We have grown revenue significantly, with this support 

underpinning the High Performance model

• Partner with brands that can amplify our message

• Collaborative approach with States to increase investment top 

down, with revenue sharing model

• Working with Participation to develop assets that can be 

commercialised

V – Events and Partnerships



OPPORTUNITIES AND CHALLENGES 

Strong sport brand - capitalise on niche positioning and partner with brands that can 

build our profile 

Passionate and connected supporter base - develop better engagement opportunities 

Athletes as strong role models - utilise digital platforms and access in NTCs to build 

profile throughout cycle

Schools and indoor rowing markets - provide products that access this market  

Fragmented landscape - partners want access top to bottom

Digital customer experience poor - no clear way for partners to connect with all rowing 

participants directly

V – Events and Partnerships



NATIONAL EVENTS

• Nationals to be held in Sydney in 2019

• Collective desire to have our national events move around 

Australia from 2020 

• Opportunity to use events to access important regatta course 

upgrades and maintenance 

• Currently working with State Associations and State Tourism 

bodies on hosting models 

V – Events and Partnerships



YEAR TWO OF NATIONAL TRAINING CENTRES 

AND STATE BASED PATHWAYS PROGRAM 

The Australian Rowing Team 



NATIONAL TRAINING CENTRE MILESTONES 

• Two NTCs established and fully functional
– Coaching structures

– Fully integrated support staff/teams

– Hancock Prospecting Women’s National Training Centre construction

• Athlete group
– NTC centre numbers - 25 male and 25 female.

– Athlete culture: strong, supportive, performance based culture

• International performances
– 2017 World Championships, three Gold medals winning crews (Men and Women’s Four), 

PR1 Men’s single 

– 2018 Team selections for World Cups

• Athlete wellbeing and transition management
– Working closely with AIS Athlete Wellbeing & Engagement

VI – The Australian Rowing Team



PATHWAYS KEY PRIORITIES

• Support State based programs that are tailored to their environment

• Deliver A Final performances at Junior World Championships

• Deliver Podium performances at U23 World Championships

• Dedicated resource – Head Coach and Sports Science Lead 

• Ensure study and / or work skills are completed prior to transitioning into NTC

• Development of National TID Week (September annually) 

• Develop and provide coach-mentoring opportunities, in particular across 

underage teams

VI – The Australian Rowing Team



PATHWAY LEADERSHIP 

Rowing Training
• ~75% on-water training, 15% cross training and 10% S+C 

• ~ 20-24 hours for U21 and U23 rowers and 16-20 hours for Juniors (including school training)

• Regular measurement and calibration of on-water training speeds 

• Race regularly but do not sacrifice good training or training consistency 

• Targeted athletes focused meetings in both the DTE and in turn the ITE with RA 

Pathway National Teams 

Physiology
• Junior teams and talent search programs focus on exceptional anthropometry and 

physicality and teach excellent technical aspects

• U21 and U23 team focus on creating training consistency and reinforce sound 

technique and structure

Technique
• Simple and clear fundamental technical focusses distributed to network
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AUSTRALIAN ROWING 

TEAM ALUMNI

‘Building our Future, Respecting our Past’



AUSTRALIAN ROWING TEAM ALUMNI

2019 Kings Cup Centenary Celebrations

– Activities at 2019 Sydney International Rowing Regatta

– Activities at 2019 Henley Royal Regatta 

McVilly Pearce Pin Program

– Started in 2015 

– Recognises Australian Rowing Team Alumni

Rowing for Gold Events Series 

– Engagement and connection with Alumni

VII – ‘Building our Future, Respecting our Past’, Australian Rowing Team Alumni



Thankyou… 
now it’s time for your feedback. 


